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1. The norm || • || in a Banach algebra A is said to be minimal [l ] if,

given any other norm || •||1 in A (with respect to which A need not be

complete), the condition ||a||iá||a|| for each oG^4 implies that ||a[|i

= ||a||. We shall say that || •|| is absolutely minimal if, given any other

norm ||-||i whatever in A, then ||a||iè||a|| for each aEA. An ab-

solutely minimal norm is of course minimal.

Among the several examples of Banach algebras possessing a mini-

mal norm, we mention (i) any complex 2?*-algebra [l, Theorem 10],

(ii) any left c.c. 5#-algebra [3, Theorem 3.2], (iii) any Banach algebra

of operators on a Banach space X which contains all operators in X

of finite rank with the uniform topology [l Theorem 8]. The follow-

ing example of a commutative Banach algebra with the stronger

property of an absolutely minimal norm is due to Kaplansky [2,

Theorem 6j:

Theorem (Kaplansky). Let C(X) be the commutative Banach alge-

bra of all real or complex continuous functions vanishing at ^ on a

locally compact Hausdorff space X. Then the function norm in C(X) is

absolutely minimal.

In view of the obviously important role that an absolutely minimal

norm would play in the structure theory of an abstract algebra pos-

sessing it, it is of some interest to know if any noncommutative Ban-

ach algebras have this property. In this note, we identify a fairly

wide class of Banach algebras which do not possess an absolutely

minimal norm: we show that a Banach algebra which can be regarded

as an algebra of operators on a Banach space X, which contains all

operators in X of finite rank, cannot have an absolutely minimal

norm unless in the trivial case in which X is one-dimensional. This

is done in §2 (Theorem 1). In §3, we give an example of a "slightly"

noncommutative Banach algebra with an absolutely minimal norm:

this is the algebra over the reals of bounded continuous quarternion-

valued functions with a suitable norm.

2. The following lemma is well-known:

Lemma. Let X be an arbitrary finite-dimensional Banach space. Then

all norms in X are equivalent; i.e. if\\-

X, there exist M, N such that M]|#|| á
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and y '111 are any two norms in

x\\i and Ar||x||ig||x|| for xEX.
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The following is our main result.

Theorem 1. Let A be an algebra of operators in a Banach space X

that contains all operators in X of finite rank. If the dimension of X is

greater than one, then there does not exist any absolutely minimal norm

in A.

Proof. Let |[ -|| be the norm in X. Our first main step in the proof

is to construct two norms ||-||i, || -||2 in X and show that they are

equivalent to || •||.

Suppose that U is a two-dimensional subspace of X; we construct

a complement of U as follows. Let «i, u2 be basis elements for U.

Then there exist continuous linear functionals <pi, <j>2 defined in X such

that </>i(ui) = 0, (¡)i(uí) = 1 and <j>2(ui) = 1, 4>2(u2) = 0. If 4>t

= [xÇlX: <¡>i(x) =0], then the set W = <j>iC\<p2 is a complement of U.

Thus every element xÇzX can be uniquely expressed as the sum of an

element in U and an element in W, and we write X— U@ W.

Let xÇiX, with x = u+w, mG U, w£W. We first define a new norm

|| -||' in X by IMI'HMI ~HIWII- Then ||-||' is a proper norm and
||x|| ^||x]|'. Writing u in the form «=0i(x)m1+02(x)m2, we have

||m|| = ||0i(x)«i + 02(x)m2|| g ||0i(x)«i|| + ||<#>2(x)m2||

=  | 4>i(x) | ||«i|| + | <f>2(x) | ||w2||

^ W-NNNI+ IWIMHWI
= K\\x\\,

where K = ||0i|| ||«i||+|MI
Noww = x — uand \\w\\ ̂

\u2\\.

x\\ +\\u\\ á||x|| +K\\x\\ ^ (1 +2s0||*||.Then
x||'gX||x||-|-(l+/:)]|xi|=(3|lx||, where Q=l+2K. The last in-

equality and the fact that ||x||^||x||' show that the norm ||-||' is

equivalent to || •|| and we may therefore set

0) Ni -11*11 + NI-
Suppose now that V is the two-dimensional complex vector space

of all ordered pairs (fi, f2) of complex numbers. Since each «£{/ can

be written as u = ÇiUi+Ç2u2, we may identify U with V by the cor-

respondence w~(fi, fo). We now define two norms |||-|||, |||-|||' in U

by taking for u~(Çi, fr). |||m||| = {| fi| 2+ | f2|2} "* and |||«|||'
= max {| fi|, f iTa| } • With these two norms in U we are able to define

the two required norms || -||i, || -||2 in X by taking

CO Ml* = I1MII + H
and
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(m) NI»HIMII' + NI-
Comparing equations (ii) and (iii) with (i), and using Lemma 1, we

have two new norms || -||i, ||«||i in X each of which is equivalent to

|| -||. Thus A contains all the operators of finite rank in X that are

bounded with respect to each of the norms || ■||i and || -1J«_

Let | •   i,   | •lU denote also the uniform norms in A corresponding

to || • ||i and || • ||2 in X. We shall now show that if

A that is absolutely minimal, we have || • |i= | • I

is any norm in

■Ils. In fact, we
have ||I]iè \T\, ||r||2è|F| for all TEA. But since each of the

norms || • |i, || - J12 in A is minimal being uniform norms in an algebra

of operators in X, containing all operators of finite rank we must have

||r||i-|r|-||ar||tfor.«n tea.
We complete the proof by constructing a TEA with ||f||2>||r||i.

To do this we suppose that To is a bounded linear transformation of

U into itself and consider the operator T defined by T(x) = T(u-\-w)

= To(u). Then TEA. Set ||ro||r/ = supmiimsi |||r0(w)||| ; \\To\\'u

=supillu„rsl|||r„(M)|||. Then ||f||i-||ï«||tf and ||f||, = ||r0||p. If F0

is the operator given by the matrix

-G --?>
then this matrix sends M~(fi, Ç2) into To(u)~(Çi — Ç2/2, 2fi —f2).

Thus

[Jfill-   sup  |||r0(«)||| =     sup     [| fi — r«/2|» + I 2T» — r.l*]1'1
lll«lllái IM»+lr.|»ái

=       sup       (5^/2) • i 2¿-i - ¿-21,
Iril'+lfíl'ái

and

||fj|,-    sup   |||r0(«)||| =    sup max    [ | f, - f2/2 | , | 2f 1 - f, | ]
III«III'S1 m»x(|îi|,|ri|)Sl

Sup I 2f ! - f 2 I  .
max(|fi|,|f,|)gl

In order to calculate ||?||i = ||Fo||r/, we consider the real two-

dimensional subspace Uo of U. This corresponds to the subspace V0

of V where Vo is the two-dimensional vector space over the real field

R, of all ordered pairs (£1, £2) of real numbers. Using the norm ||| •|||

in U, we show that the norm || Fo||rj0 of To as an operator in Uo is the

same as its norm ||7"o||i7 as an operator in the whole of U. We have

||r0|k =   sup   lilTitolll,     «~({i,fe).
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It is clear that [|T0||í/, ^||T0||r/. On the other hand, for a complex

vector z = x-)-iyÇz U, we have

|||r0(z)|||2 = |||:to(x + *»|||2 - |||r,(*) + T»(iy)\\\*

= Ill-will2 + |||roO0|||2

i||rJft.{||HII' + ||Win
- ilrJftJIHH'.

Thus   |||/o(2)|||^||/o||cr0|||Z|||,   I|r0||i7á||r0||a,   and   hence   ||To||p.

= ||/"o||p. We now calculate f|To|]r/r

|| Toll a. =     sup    (5^/2)1 2^i-^2\^i,^ ER.
íi»+£isál

Write £i = cos 0, £2 = sin0, 0^e^2ir. Then

|| ro||p. =   sup   (51'2/2) | 2 cos 0 - sin 01 .
0á»á2r

Now 2 cos 0-sin 0 = 51'2(2/51/2 cos 0-1/51'2 sin 0)=51'2 cos (0+X),

where X = arc cos (2/51/2). Therefore

sup    | 2 cos 0 - sin 01   = 51/',
0S«á2x

and we have ||T||i = ||ro||r/ = ||T0||t/, = 5/2.

The supremum of |2£i —£2| for max(jfi|, |f2|)^l is attained at

the point (1, -1). This gives ||ro||tH|T||2 = 3. Thus || f||2>||f||i,
which completes the proof.

3. Let X be a topological space and Q(x) the algebra over the

real field of all bounded continuous quaternion-valued functions de-

fined in X. Denoting the "norm" of a quaternion q by N(q), we define

a norm ||«[| in Q as follows:

If xEX and fEQ(X), we set |/(x)| = {N[f(x)]} »*, and take
11/| | =supl£x |/0*01 • Then ||«|| is a proper norm with respect to which

Q(x) is a Banach algebra. Also since l/^x)! =|/(x)|2, we have \\p\\

= ||/||2. Moreover, if q is the "conjugate" of the quaternion q, we can

define a *-operation in Q(x) by taking /*(x) = [/(x)]_ for /GÇ(x).

With this operation, Q(x) becomes a real 5*-algebra.

We shall now show that the norm || -|| in Q(x) is absolutely mini-

mal. We need the following result due to Rickart [4j:

Theorem (Rickart). Let A be a B*-algebra which is algebraically

embedded in an arbitrary Banach algebra B. If xG.<4, then the spectral

radii of x in A and in B are always equal.
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Suppose that || -||i is any new norm in Q(x) and that B is the com-

pletion of Q(x) with respect to || -||i. Then by Rickart's result

lim||/n||1/n=lim||/"||Í/nforeach/Ge(x).
»—►oo n—►»

But since \\f\\ =||/||2 for each fEQ(x), we have

n—»oo n—*«

and || -|| is absolutely minimal.
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